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you’re too precious, or an allure of a concrete boy. 
 
by the lake, on the shore, in the shade of a paradigm shift. blame me for (my) love, immature, as 
you promise nothing. nothing which resists a void of this possibility. in a disguise, a concrete boy 
ain’t no roughness of the edge; just a sleek precision of a word, non-articulated, a word in a 
tabernacle of my palm, an organic treasure, hyper-frailty. concrete poetry is your carpentry of 
things, a touch, that never happened, an imprint (someone’s memory?). you. in the arms of 
syntaxes and diagrams, uncanny shells of speech, a beauty contest. envy, my adversary. me. 
 
your object, over-caressed jewel of intangibility, a posthuman fetish on a surgery table of a 
speculative realism, an operatic spectacle of a biomorphic allure. you, hamletian king of infinite 
space, bounded in a nutshell; a semiologist-shaman (your intimacy intimidates as you undress 
behind the screen of an entangled form). alchemy is your poiesis; a guarantee of elasticity, its 
aqua viva. a matter en scène of a neo-dada assemblage: volumes and surfaces, vigorous 
subjects of a chance choreography, peripheral particles, rescued and tamed, of decay and 
oblivion, heroic figures of resilience. the blood of a poet? the concrete of a poet? fluid and solid, 
an alien phenomenology of a lyrical homo faber. I see aleph there, its enigma; mirror in a mirror, 
hysteria. a tiger and a galaxy; a daydream and its heterotopia. with an immaculate passion, you 
perform a sustainable desire for a world in decline; as it proliferates, a devotion is born (there is 
always a need for a new ritual). did you write another page, meanwhile? a new chapter, perhaps? 
ephemeral, as you are; radical, as you are to me - a monument of longing. your skin, translucent, 
a dionysian fest of tender metaphysics. do I deserve you? caterpillar, moon. everywhere, a 
melancholia. love needs to be reinvented (my favorite line). your habitat, an ontological altar of 
subversion, a derelict factory of carnivalesque objects (each one, real and sensual, a rehearsal of 
a homecoming); a wunderkamer, furnished with the amulets of self-empowerment and pride.  
 
lure of an ecological ornament, temptation of a magic rite for a post-colonial dawn? allure of a 
savage mind, a bricoleur, his solitary practice - stream of consciousness - out of nothing 
communion of a provisional meaning? your means at hand - nostalgic everything - bricolage’s 
critical language of seduction. hybrids, chimeras, miniature monsters, trophies of a handyman, 
micro-architectural body in becoming, too eccentric to safeguard its finitude. coherence is a 
blessing, not a necessity; a myth of truth-making in denial. impossible perfection. you’re too 
precious; a panallurist, fabricator of objects in revolution (allure, the principle of such revolution, 
an engine for creation of objects, a communicator). only allure makes quantum leaps from one 
state of reality into the next by generating a new relation between objects. traveling with you, I 
embrace silence of your cosmic voice. moving on, we separate (I’m allured all over, down to 
bones). allure is the presence of objects to each other in absent form. turning on, I touch a porous 
skin of an inanimate matter, our future poetry of the everyday, another “potent” form, absence, 
rediscovered. your vehicle, allure, maneuvers between the sensual and real. the principle of all 
concreteness: allure is always the allure of concrete objects, not of universals. It is a process of 
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concretion and not abstraction; you say, the toughest material is a human thinking. philosophy is 
less a creation of concepts than a creation of objects. you, imagine, a philosopher.  
 
concrete boy is (not) a material girl (a fake). you sing softly, but firmly. hallelujah. tell me when it’s 
over. epiphanies do not last. your breath, a haiku. nothing really applies nor amplifies (self-
annihilating nothing). you erase me, now and later, your kind of love, mispronounced. objects 
flow, signs morph. the world is gone. I will carry you. meanwhile. (I) disappear. farewell. all that is 
solid melts into air, a modernist defeat of a concrete boy, a bygone era. farewell, yet again, 
sanctity of slowness; its humbleness. unbearable romantics of emptiness. by the lake, on the 
shore, in the shade of a paradigm shift. you.  
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